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SRC versus CUP
By LOIS CORBETT

A big part of the budget dispute between the St. Thomas 
SRC and the Aquinian is the paper's involvement in Canadian 
University Press and a contract with its national advertising 
agency, Campus Plus.

Richard Roach, the SRC lawyer, has been involved in the 
CUP debate since the Aquinian was first approached to join 
the national student newspaper organization.

Earlier this year, Roach advised the SRC not to sign the 
Campus Plus contract "unless they were willing to accept it
for the whole year," he says.

Roach says that since the Aquinian and the SRC are con
sidering incorporation for the paper after Christmas, he 
thought it was better the council wait before they jumped in
to a year's agreement with Campus Plus.

But since then, Roach has been contacted by Brian Her, 
CUP'S lawyer. Roach says Her told him Campus Plus was 
willing to reconsider the length of the contract and would 
allow the SRC to opt out if the Aquinian incorporates and the 
SRC no longer has publishing responsibilities.

Roach said he was going to the SRC executive yesterday 
with the new information.

But even without a contract signed, Roach says there is 
some question about the SRC's responsibility to CUP and 
whether or not it is liable to pay this year's $2394 fee.

"The bottom line is if they've been receiving the services 
in good faith, then do they not owe CUP for them?And then 
they've got a problem," said Roach.

Her said CUP would consider its legal options, butting 
the St. Thomas SRC would be a last resort. #

Roach agrees. "Our defense would be that we didn t 
authorize anything, but is that going to be a good defense? 
I'm sure we'll work something out," he says.
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This is not to say the Aqui
nian deserves everything for 
which they ask. If times are 
tough then organizations must

Roach says Her had 
"I hope it doesn't get to that," says Roach.
The Aquinian joined CUP in 1 984 when that year's SRC 

passed a motion at its January 1 7 meeting approving the af-
flh But "later in the same SRC term, council voted to recind the 
motion. At a March 1 3, 1 984 meeting, the SRC pulled the 
paper out of CUP, suspended its constitution, and fired its
editorial board.
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regular basis. If they're not, 
then I think the Aquinian should 
get out there and support 
themselves. How the Aquinian 
is going to do this is another 
matter. There might be enough 
faculty members willing to float 
the money needed to keep the 
Aquinian going until advertising 
comes in."

But at least one member of 
the St. Thomas faculty sides 
with the SRC.

Jon Rahn, another SRC 
faculty advisor, says the SRC

Cody, who is also President 
of FAUST, the faculty associa
tion at St. Thomas, is not sure 
how the association will react 
to the shortened publishing 
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Professor Roger Moore, who 

teaches Spanish at St. 
Thomas, says the controversy 
comes down to two issues.

"The main issues aie money 
and freedom of the press,' 
says Moore. "I think the SRC

c
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among so many people. I have 
reservations about the financial 
committment as far as the SRC 
is concerned."
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